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I. Proposed Regulation Creates Risk. Significant “cliff” risk exists and is likely to result in rare use 

of average income test defeating Congressional purpose 

II. Taxpayer Designation Is What Counts When Evaluating 60% Area Median Gross Income 

(“AMI”) Average. Section 42(g)(1)(c)(ii)(I) provides for measuring compliance with the 60% 

AMI average requirement based on taxpayer’s designation of units rather than a testing of 

actual rentals.  Forty percent of the project units still need to meet their unit designations in order 

to satisfy the minimum set-aside. 

III. Minimum Set-Aside is 40% Not 100% - Non-compliance should cost Low-Income Housing Tax 

Credits (“Credits”) unit by unit rather than potentially losing Credits on 100% of the project 

A. Example – 100-unit project.  90 units @ 60% AMI, 5 units @ 40% AMI, 5 units @ 80% 

AMI.  Average is exactly 60%.   

If in the first year one 40% unit is mistakenly rented to someone with income at 45% 

AMI, under the Proposed Regulation this would cause a 100%  loss of tax credits unless the error 

is discovered within 60 days of the end of the year and the removed unit mitigation option is 

chosen.  This is true even though 99% (rather than 40%) of the units are complying with their 

minimum set-aside designations.  Even if mitigation is chosen, there would be a loss of credits on 

2 units.  The better interpretation is that since the designations average 60% AMI and because the 

40% minimum set-aside is otherwise met, there is one non-compliant unit and no tax credits 

would be available in that year for that unit.  Compliance is also addressed by enforceable rights 

given to the State Credit Agency and to taxpayers pursuant to the required Section 42 extended 

use agreements. 

1. Note that in the above example the Project has not benefited from any extra 

revenue but potentially can lose 100% of its Credits forever resulting in a failed project. 

IV. Handling Conceivable Abuse via Certification and Procedures. Section 42 abuse is extremely rare 

and can be managed by certifications of good faith reliance on taxpayer designation and taxpayer 

procedures and anti-abuse approach 

V. Unit Designations Should Be Allowed to Float. Unit designations should be allowed to float in 

compliance with state credit agency procedures.  This is a necessary project management tool. 

A. No Floating Conflicts with Obligations Under Other Federal Laws. E.g., Fair Housing 

Act or the Violence Against Women Act 



 

VI. Casualties Shouldn’t Violate AIT During Credit Agency Approved Remediation. Rely on 

taxpayer designations for AIT and no Credits on non-habitable units per normal Section 42 rules.  

Alternatively, follow next available unit rule. 

VII. Mitigation Period – 60 Days Is Far Too Short.  Start a 1-year mitigation period upon discovery of 

non-compliance.  Alternatively, provide that mitigation occurs automatically. 

VIII. Mitigation – Converting Market Units Not Viable. Rarely will be available within 60 days. 

IX. Mitigation – Removed Units. A Project should not have a double penalty for one non-compliant 

unit.  Removed Unit can also cause failure of minimum set-aside. 
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